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PROJECT SUMMARY

The research was directed toward the development and testing

of molecular models for ice nucleation and growth. Subsequent

research will continue to refine the models and apply them to

examine specific properties which influence ice processes in the

natural atmosphere and under low gravity conditions. Specific

short range goals were to apply and compare two distinct but com-

plimentary techniques, the semi-empirical quantum mechanical

approach (see Attachment I) and the central field empirical pair

;potential model (see Attachment II). The former technique was

used to study ionic, configurational and impurity defects in the

ice surface while the latter concentrated on studying the effects

of kinks, ledges and vacancies on the absorption of water molecules

from the vapor.

In addition to static calculations of the energetics of the

water mcnomer-ice surface interaction, molecular dynamics studies

were initiated. These dynamics studies did not model the ice

surface directly but used small aggregates of water molecules to

examine the time evolution and temperature dependence of structure

in hydrogen bonded systems (see Attachment I, section 2). Molecular

dynamics simulations of collisions also provide information about

"sticking coefficients" and the role of energy transfer in the

absorption rrocess.

Results of the calculations of monomer-ice surface interactions

conclude that many adsorption sites exist on the ice surfaces and

that the barriers between "bonding sites" are relatively low.	 Thus

the surface of ice is exceedingly complex and these multiple



attractive sites suggest the probability of a liquid-like layer at

ordinary temperatures.

Both the quantum mechanical and the empirical potential results

indicate that bonding on the prism faze of ice I  is preferentially

above lattice sites. However, for the basal surface the two tech-

niques differ in their prediction of the most stable absorption

sites. The quantum mechanical calculations a7ain predict that

bonding to a lattice site is preferred while the empirical potential

predicts a greater stability for absorption between lattice sites.

The source of this disagr--ement has not been resolved. Since the

differences are not large, careful consideration of proton orienta-

tions, effects of unshielA'ed long range forces in the empirical

model and correlation effects in the quantum model may be required.

Then too, surface relaxation effects were not considered and these

may alter the predictions as to the magnitude of the monomer inter-

action with different surface sites. In addition, the molecular

dynamics and Monte Carlo calculations are beginning to provide

information about the effects of surface relaxation, temperature

and collision energy transfer processes on the monomer-surface

binding, all of which may alter the predictions of the static calcu-

lations.

The major results of the molecular dynamics simulation5z are

i) cluster and/or surface modes play a primary role in the absorp*ion

process, ii) the flexibility of the hydrogen bond serves to decrease

the energy required for structural interconversion, iii) the rapid

distribution of added energy in a hydrogen bonded system leads to

aggregate stability which greatly exceeds that predicted by static

energy calculations and iv) as a result of iii) additional
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mechanisms for dissociation or evaporation processes in the nucle-

ation kinetics should be considered.

The results obtained during the course of this contract and

summarized in attachments I and II show that molecular models for

nucleation and growth of ice have been developed and have been

successful in providing insight into these processes. Many ques-

tions still remain and refinements of the models are needed, but

the work to date demonstrates the viability of the molecular

approach.
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1. Quantum Mechanical Studies of Water Interactions with Ice

Surfaces

In the continuing effort to analyze the effect of microscopic

properties of the surface on the nucleation and growth of ice,

quantum ►nechanical calculations of a model ice surface interacting

with a water monomer were undertaken. The initial calculations

which examined several possible bonding; sites on the basal and

prism faces are reported in ref, t , (Plummer, 1978). The conclu-

sions of this study were that the strength of the bonding of a

monomer to the surface was roughly the same for both the basal and

prism faces but that residence times and diffusion rates on the two

faces could be substantially different. The presence of man y local

minima suvgests that surface diffusion will be a primary mechanism

for surface cluster formation and growth.

In these calculations the surface-monomer interaction was

modeled using; a th rteen molecule ice cluster with the molecules

arranged as for a basal or prism 4^ace of ice 1 1i .	 The technique

used to evaluate the stability of different surfaces and configu-

rations was a semiempirical quantum mechanical method known b y the

acron;m CNDO/?' `) . The ice cluster used to represent the basal

surface is shown in rigs. 1 anti 2. The ox ygens represented by
O

filled circles lie 0.9 A below the plane.

Fig	 1.	 Perspective drawing; of
the hasal Surface of, ice I  

(RA).

w
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Fig. 2.	 Section ('1-60 A 2 ) of the
basal surfacL of is I showing
proton configurations or an
alternating (BA) surface. Primary
bonding site is indicated by 1;
dashed lines connect coplanar
molecules and illustrate the
hexagonal symmetry of the lattice.

AO

SECTION OF BASAL SURFACE OF ICE I

In order to better visualize the ice surface as viewed by an

approaching water monomer, electron density plots wt:e generated.

Such a plot is shown in Fig. 3 for the basal face with the same

proton configuration as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 3. Electron density map of
the basal surface of ice Ih. The
magnitude of the density in the
plane of the upper level o r mole-
cules is represented by tlo height
of the peaks. Total area of the
density map is 180 A 2 ; grid point'.
are .2S A apart. Perspective is
30° above plane and 4S° clockwise
from the orientation depicted in
Fig. 2.

Several possible honding sites were investigated for the basal face.

The results are discussed further in ref. 1 and summarized in Table I.

1' A B L 1: ] ----
	 — —	 — ---

Summary of Results for Basal (BA) Surface-Lnergy Calculations
as a Function of Site

Energy	 Frequency
Site

Primar y basal
a) 180
b) 0°

Second layer
Ring Center
Bridge Site

(kcal/mole)	 (cm-')

-7.98	 280	 i
-7.50
-4.OS	 180	 I
-4.45
-6.79	 11x0
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Other neutral surfaces were also studied: a prism surface,

two polarized basal surfaces and an optimal basal surface. The

prism surface illustrating the proton configuration is given as

Fig. 4 ,

Fig. 4.	 11 -rspect;ve drawing
o'.- the 13 molecules used o
represent the prism face of ice
l h .	 The primary site is indi-
cated by the arrow.

The other halal surfaces examined differ from Fie. 1 onl y in proton

configuration. The polarized surfaces had 311 of the protons in the

upper level pointing either up (1111) or down (B1)). 	 The optimal basal

surface had the upper protons alternating as in Fig. 1 but the

second level protons were reorie,ited so as to produce the most

stable configuration for the surface itself (BOPT), 	 the hinding

energy of a monomer to the central site for these surfaces is given

in Table 11.

TARLF II

Summary of Results of Monomer - Surface Interaction Fnergy
as :1 function of Surface lion f i gu r; i t i oii

Binding Energy
Site	 ( kc al/mole)

Basal rrimar y site
ai BA -7.98
b) Optimal (kiol l l') -7.46
c) Proton ;ip	 (1111) -7.L)2	 i

d) Proton .sown	 (BD) -7.13

Prism f
a) Primary -7.35
h) Bridge site -3.88

In additio.: to the neutral ice surfaces, the effect of

including defects in the surface was examined.	 Tlie first defects
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considered were ionic defects such as ion pairs which would be

formed by proton tunneling. The calculations attempt to simulate

the condition of an incoming water monomer reacting with a surface

ion site before recombination can take place. Two initial cases

having the ions on adjacent lattice sites were considered, one

having a positive surface site and the other a negative surface

site. A further case modeled a secon.l tunneling event which pro-

duces a "separated" ion fair and a surface having both a positive

and a negative site. The results for the ion defect surface

studies are summarized in Table IIT.

TABLE III

Summary of Results fo r Energy Calculation for
Monomer Interactions with Defect Surfaces

Rotationall
Bindinv Energy Frequency	 Barrier

Site	 (kcal/mole)	 (cm-')	 ( k cal/mole)

Primary basal	 -7.98	 280	 .5U

Defect ion pairs
a) Positive site	 -5.07	 130	 ._10
b) Negative site	 -24.34	 300	 .b7
c) Separated ion pair	 -37.46	 380	 -

Configurational Defects
a) L-defect	 -7.0	 -
b) D- d efect	 -u.8	 -

The effect of incorporating other ions in the ice surface on

an approaching monomer are ver y similar to the results for sepa-

rated ion pairs wi:'o a Na	 impurity behavin t; very much like a

h ydrodium ion and a Cl	 impurity like a hydroxyl ion.	 These results

are onl y indicative rather than conclusive because the ice lattice

was not allowed to relax about the impurity ion. 	 It might he

expected that this relaxation might he substantial because the

small sizes of the impurity ions.
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The other types of defects modeled were the so-called config-

urational defects or D- and L- defects. These types of defects

occur when a molecular rotation b-comes "frozen in" by the incor-

porating of additional lattice members. In such defects, Oere are

either two (D-type) or no (L-type) protons lying along the normal

hydrogen bond. Since such defects occur between oxygen layers they

are riot as close to an incoming monomer and therefore the initial

effect on the interaction is considerably less than for either a

polar surface or ion defect. However the influence of the config-

urational defect would be expected to be greater for secondary

bending sites and for surface diffusion because of the lattice

relaxation about the defect. These result; are also given in

Table III.
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I.. Molecular Dynamics Studies

The quantum mechanical calculations described in the Previous

paragraphs served to provide much information about the monomer -

ice surface but at an effeztive temperature of zero kelvin. To

examine the effects of non-zero temperatures and also to examine

time-dependent phenomena, a series of molecular dynamics studies

were undertaken. Because of the complexity of the ice prohlem,

these studies were carrie( t out for small clusters of water mole-

cule:;.	 Using; clusters rat`,er than a model for bulk ice, the

importance of different energy transfer processes, molecular

motions, and molecular orientations, including proton positions

could he examined.	 Since almost all cluster molecules weic z.lso

"surface molecules" the ef rects being; studied are more related to

surface than hulk processes.

In the first series of studies (see the attached preprint•'

and the dissertatiun of T. S. Chen) the structure and stability of

a twenty molecule clatnrate was investigated. The interaction

potential used was a cent: • I fiCld pair potential.	 The eLluat ions

are given below.

V po (R) - 
1'4.532 t 2g-871,	

25 ExP[-4(8-3.4) 2 1 - .25 ExP( 1.5(R-4.5)21
R	 R

V W	 _ 72.269. 6.23403 - 	 10	 _	 4
OM

R	 89.19912 l-EXPI40(R I.W1 	 1 • :xPl5.4y305(R-2.2)1

V HH (R) - 3,I3y5 ' -___ 1$_. — -- - 17 ExP(- 7.61177(R-1.45251)2)
R	 l • LxP(41)(R-2.05))
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The molecules were initially arranged on the vertices of a regular

dodecahedron (Fig. S).

i

i

Fig. S. Symmetric proton
configuration for the
clathrate (pentagonal
dodecahedron).

In this cluster all of the water molecules participate in three

bonds, as in a fully bonded surface layer. The stability of the

structure was examined as a function of temperature, proton

arrangement and method of energy addition to the system. It was

found that the cluster was remarkably stable to dissociation even

under conditions of extreme heating. The structure or hydrogen-

bonding pattern was disrupted above 2SOK but an evaporation event

did not occur until much higher temperatures. The excess energy

was absorbed by disruption of the h ydrogen bond structure (melt-

ing) with bonds continually breaking and reforming. When dissoci-

ation finally occurred, it was not through the evaporation of a

single molecule but via the loss of clusters containing two or more

molecules. Upon examination of the mechanisms for energy trans-

mittal through the cluster, the molecular dynamics shows that the

energy does not build up in the low frequency modes, which would

ead to dissociation but rather is transmitted by the librational

modes throughout the cluster. This transfer of energy takes place

extremely rapidly (< .02 psec) and appears to account for the

remarkable stability of the hydrogen bonded system. The method of
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•eak-up of the cluster suggests that usual nucleation kinetics

)del which allows for decay by only one molecule should be re-

;amined if this trend is observed for other cluster sizes as well.

To begin to model the nucleation and growth processes a

^cond set of studies of collision and scattering simulation between

ie clathrate and a monomer were undertaken. Four types of colli-

Lon processes were modeled. The random proton structure was used

id the initial cluster temperature was ~ 225K.

I A virtual collision was simulated by giving one cluster mole-

ale extra translational energy --of the order of 2.5 kcal/mole.

In this process the injected energy was directed toward the center

of mass Gf the cluster, and the energy redistribution mechanisms

were studied. The sudden transfer of energy to a single molecule

did not, as has been speculated, disrupt the cluster structure sig-

nificantly nor did it result in the loss of a molecule. The energy

was rapidly transferred to adjacent molecules and was absorbed by

the cluster. Subsequent observations revealed a radial distribution

function relatively unchanged from its initial form before the

virtual collision. 'There was no evidence for any "build-up" of

energy which could result in the evaporation of a molecule.

2) A virtual evaporation was simulated by instantaneously removing

one molecule from the cluster. The remaining; molecules were left

unaltered. Surprisingly, the cage-like structure did not collapse

and there was no extensive rearrangement of the remaining bonds.

The cage expanded somewhat, however, and the radial distribution

showed loss of definition in the third and subsequent peaks. Much

of the nearest neig,,bor and five-membered ring structure of the

original cluster remained intact.
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3) An additional collision was simulated by introducing a water

molecule as a projectile with an average kinetic energy for the

temperature under study, and with impact parameters of 0, 5 and

10 A.	 (The cluster radius was about 5 A.) 	 In the first of these

collisions the incoming monomer was allowed to trans:er energy

internally but not to the cluster, which was held rigid. 	 Colli-

sion with a rigid cluster attempted to mimic a collision with a

very colt] cluster and also to examine the ability of the projectile

to accommodate to the cluster in an attempt to maximize the inter-

action.	 The results of these collisions are shown in Figs. h, 7

and ti . As the attraction between the cluster and the monomer

increased there was a corresponding increase in the monomer libra-

tional energy and decrease in monomer translational energy- - reflec-

tin ,8 accommodation of the monomer to the cluster. 	 In all cases,

the monomer eventuall y escaped. At an impact parameter of 0 A

(Fig. 0) the monomer hounced once before escaping.

Fig. 6.	 Collision sequence of
a monomer with a rigid 20 molecule
cluster. The number alongside the
trajectory i_. elapsed time in
Lill itS of 1,000 At.	 The impact
p;ir,uiieter, h, is OA. (P°

JjV
r	 ^;

y

At S A (Fig. -) the monome r scatters oil the cluster.
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Fig. ".	 Collision of a
monomer with a rigid
clathrate (b = 5 A).

10,
1

J•'

S L'

i

`,	 1

10

At 10 A an orbiting colllslon was observed (Fig. 81.

Fig. S.	 Collision of a water
monomer with a rigid cluster
(b = 10 A).	 The lines along
the trajectory indicate the
changing monomer orierltat lolls.

1 ^ 1^^' r

c <A

^l	 1

to

In the la tter case the interaction allergy was large- - in excess of

that required for bond 1' 0I- TIMt ion.	 However, large oscillations in

the Ii brat ionaI energ y introduced reorientation tt , 	r.eaker inter -

action configuration and the monomer subsequentl y escaped.

11	 this study was the same as case ; but nov included the full

d y nam1cs of the target cluster as well as the projectile.	 At! aill

initial impact parameters of 0 A, S :1 or 10 A were used. 	 Ior alI

impact parameters, the impinging monomer was incorporated into the

cluster- - indicating that energy transfer from the monomer to the

cluster molecules was an efficient process. 	 TIle interaction
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energies (between the monomer and cluster) ranged from 7 to lb

kcal/mole, or 1.S to 3 hydrogen bonds. The cluster structure was

altered under the influence of the monomer even when the interaction

energy was small (less than one kcal/mole). In the addition process,

the cluster absorbs about 10 to 1S% of the initial monomer energy.

Figures 9 and 10 indicate two "snapshot" views of the monomer-

cluster absorption process for the 0 A impact parameter case.

icn► - 215 K
IMPACT - OA

TIME - 125A T	 ^f3(^

1'f

GQ

Fig. 9. "Snapshot" drawing of
the monomer and cluster configu-
rations. The impact parameter
is 0 A, t=0.

C%,
L	 .^.•;:'

j

00

Fig. 10. Subsequent view of

the monomer and cluster con-
figurations for the case with

impact parameter equal to 0 A,

t = 1 psec.

10

For all impact parameters the results indicated that once a Bond was

for,,ied (when the average interaction potential exceeds 4 kcal/mole)

the monomer reorients within about 100 intramolecula: -ibrations to

form a second bond with the cluster.

A third series of molecular dynamic studies was made on even

smaller water aggregates. Clusters containing; five water molecules

were used to examine the rate and temperature dependence of struc-

ture interconversion.	 First a series of different hydrogen bonding;

clusters were cooled to determine which geometries were the most

stable at low temperatures (1-5 Q. These structures are shown in
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 11.	 Optimization of
various water pentamer
structures. On the left
side of the arrow are
initial configurations.
On the right side of the

arrow are optimized
configurations.

Then a series of heating and equilibrium runs were undertaken as

indicated in the flow chart in Fig. 12.

EOUILLI BRA TIQN,
[DATA FGH A\,ERAOE PFiOF'LItT I FS

NO - —	 —{ STRUCTURE I NTERCON\. I--; i CN

L

;RA

ISSOCIATICN
`a)	 ------	 L>Fi

GMENTA'ICN

[ENL)]

it was found that the cage structure was the most stable at low

temperatures, However, the barriers between the "stable structures"

were sufficientl y high that no interconversions occurred below about
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70 K. Thus we conclude that at low temperatures, the configuration

space is not ergodic and all suct, "stable" structures must be

included in statistical studies.

As expected, at the low temperatures, the energy of the hydro-

gen bonds dominate the free energy for the aggregate. As the

temperature is increased, the entropy term becomes increasingly

more important resulting in the transition from the cage to the

fused ring to the ring structure. The conversion process is indi-

cated in Fig. 13 by a plot of the radial distribution function as

a function of temperature for these structures.

PEKTAMER HEATIM SEQUE4CE

CAGE ro^ T FUSED RING

RI N c

Al

R(A)
R (A)

Fig. 13. The plots show thechange in the 0-0 distribution 3S the
case structure is heated and undergoes con^-ersion first to ,i fused
ring and then to a rink.

Fig. 14 shows the energy vs. temperature for two structures, C, and

ring.
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Fig. 14. The total energy of
the ring pentamer as a function
of temperature is plotted. The
structure or bonding pattern
remains essentially unchanged
from 2 K to 280 K. Above 290 K
structures having fewer total
hydrogen bonds or "dangling"
molecules are observed with
increasing frequency. The
change in slope around 3( 1 (1 K
corresponds to fragmentation of
the ring and possibly can be
considered as a transition from
dense to a gas phase. The
other points on the curve show
the transition of another
pentamer structure ) C2, to the
ring at approximately 100 K.
The C2 structure formed on
cooling a tetrahedral pentamer.

— Cz
°

—136	 o— RING
°
°

WJ

- -138
U
Yv
}

W - 110
31a	 y ^OI

F-o	 C
^	 1

100	 300
T e m p e r 0 t u r e ( K)

Above 290K structures having fewer total h ydrogen hands or "dangling"

molecules are observed with increasing frequency. The change in

slope around 300K corresponds to fragmentation of the ring and

possibly can be considered as a transition from a dense to a gas

phase. For the ring the fraction of hydrogen bonds having a specific

length at 20K and 297K are shown in Fig. 15. From this and the

fretlUeT1Cy spectra at the same temperatures (Fig. 10, 1;') it is seen

that although the average structure is still a ring at the higher

temperatures, the h ydrogen bonds are becoming very "fluid" and an

increasing amount of energy is contained in the librational motions.

As Has seen before the case of the larger clusters, a buildup of

energy in the librational modes leads to a disruption of the hydro-

gen bonding structure.
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Fig. 15.	 Plot of the
fraction of 0 . 0 separation
at a given distance for
the riig pentamer at 20 K
and 297 K.

.l
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b	

I	 I
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Fig. 16. Frequencies
associated with group
cluster motions of the
pentamer ring at 20 K.	
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Fig. 17. Same as lb but
at 297. Note the change
of scale on the vertical
axis.
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Detailed analysis of these motions at higher temperatures has shown

how readily certain structural changes and proton switching reac-

tions can occur, even when the energy present is less than that

required to break a hydrogen bond. This is illustrated in Fig. 18

which shows the librational motion which results in exchanging the

hydrogen participating in the hydrogen bond with the non bonded

hydrogen and in Fig. 19 which shows the energy components for the

exchange.

Fig. 18. The sequence of
orientations observed for
proton switching reaction
in a pentamer ring at

220 K.

ILLUSTUTION OF PROION SMIICMIN, REACTIM. TOTAL TIP[ FOR SEOtRRCE
0.05 .sic. II OU1FA%R! AP O "I'9ATILY M K.

60	
UC

l n	 I^

(44OE IA PU T Ir IAL EMEKY AS A QW T IUM (W '91 Ir'A!.W 1 M (LXIVf
{ A I WION	 AEALIIUN

Fig. 19.	 Plot of energy vs.
time for the electrostatic
and total potential energy
during a proton switching
reaction.

LLJ

^;..OLT	 -IV-V,e„ -VnIc

U
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': -4. W	 Vecu

W	 v	 J'l	 ^I
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Thus the energy required for the switch was 3 kcal/mole rather

than 7 kcal/mole. Such switching reactions and cooperative effects

serve to substantially alter the energy requirements for structure

interconversions and hence for diffusional motion and surface

aggregation.

In a further attempt to assess the ease of structural changes

during the growth of an aggregate, collision studies between a

monomer and/or pentamer were made. Typical results are shown in

Figs. 20 and 21.

Fig. 20. Collision sequence
of monomer with pentamer.
Impact parameter 6 A.

5,000 At	 -

20,000 L^t a-^

1 0.0006t 	 gyp//

6

0'1--f) J25.000 ^t

15,000 At

Fig. 21. Collision sequence

of monomer with rind;
pentamer,	 initial monomer
position 6 A ahovc ring.
Iwpact parameter 0 A.

5,000 Lt

i

10,000 At

20,o_0At

25,000pt

L	 J

15.0 or) Lt
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The incoming monomer initially had an energy equal to the average

energy of a cluster molecule. Trajectories examined were i) in

the plane of the cluster at impact parameter OA and ii) OA anO

iii) perpendicular to the plane of the cluster with impact param-

eter of OA. Here again the monomer was captured and quicly formed

a second hydrogen bond with the cluster. Ring enlargement reaction!-,

were observed with the perpendicular trajectory indicating the

transition from a 5 to a 6 member ring readily occurs.

It
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III. Summary of Resalts

These studies have provided the techniques for studying the

molecular dynamics of a water molecule colliding with an ice sur-

fac , . Such studies can examine the kinetic factors needed to

evaluate the nucleation rate expressions. They can also be used to

examine the structure of the surface as a function of time. 	 It is

.oz^d that they can quantify the idea of a "liquid-like" layer on

the ice surface: at what temperature does it begin to form, how

disordered is the surface, through how many layers does the dis-

order (liquid layer) persist? In addition, the molecular dynamics

has the potential of evaluating the importance of the binding sites

identified by the static calculations to the formation of critical

embryos and in the crystal growth process. 	 j

These studies of the specific features of the interactions of

water molecules with ice surfaces and clusters have provided the

following:

1) There are many sites on the basal and prism faces of ice at

which the monomer is at least quasi-bound.

2) The magnitude of the bonding; on the basal and prism sites is the

same but the barriers for moving between the sites appear to be lower

for the basal face. This would suggest a difference in activity for

th- two faces which could well be temperature dependent.

3) The molecular dv; :,- ,cs of vapor phase clusters has shown that a

variety of configurations for a given size cluster can co-exist.

It is expected that this effect woul^ be enhanced for embryos oil a

surface.

4) The dynamic --tudies of monomer-cluster scattering suggest the

possibility of larger absorption coefficients, of' the order of one.
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5) The monomer-cluster scattering; experiments have also shown that

cluster structure can be substantially changed (for example from a

five to a six member ring) and that only a small percent of the

monomer energy nerds to be tran-,ferred to the cluster for absorption

to take place.

Thu g this work with the molecular model has shown both the

feasibility and importance of the approach, has provided insights

as to the importance of specific effects and has provided potentials

and algorithms for use in the further studies of the formation and

growth of ice.
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I. STUDIES OF THE WATER MOLECULE BONDING TO ICE. SURFACES

Our attention was focused on the microscopic aspects of ice crystal growth

habit and ice nucleation because of the essential role these processes play in

cloud microphysics and because of the absence of reliable macroscopic models.

At a 1978 Workshop on Ice and Snow Crystal Growth, Weickmann 1 reviewed the great

variety of ice crystal growth habits and commented on the lack of a unified

explanation which could incorporate: the role of a transition (or liquid like)

layer on the ice surfaces; the role of supersaturation with respect to ice at

water saturation values as a function of temperature; the role of two dimensional

nucleation processes on the basal and prism faces of ice.

During the grant period we have developed a program to examine the basic

interaction of the water monomer with a variety of ice surfaces. These studies

were intended to give a molecular description of the bonding and diffusion of

H 2O on ice substrates with experimental values for lattice constants and struc-

ture. A companion study is being made on the interaction of the water molecule

(and clusters of water molecules) on the basal and prism face of silver iodide 2,3,4

The latter work is funded by grant from the National Science Foundation.

In the first set of studies, molecular arrays of point charge water mole-

cules are generated to represent the basal and prism faces of hexagonal ice.

The adsorbed water monomer and the water molecules in the ice surfaces interact

via the H 2O-H 20 potentials of Stillinger and Rahman5.

VHH(r)	
3 6.13 45 

+ l+exp{40(r-2.05)} - 17exp{-7.62177(r-1.45251) 2 1	 (1)

72 .269 + 6.23403 _	 10	 _	 _	 4
VOH (r)	 r	 r9.19912	 l+expf40(r-1.05)}	 l+exp{5.493'15(r-2.2)}	

(2)

V00 
(r)

144.5 38 + 2667 858 9 1 
_ 0.25exp{-4(r-3.4) 2 } - 0.25exp{-1.5(t-4.5) 2 }.	 (3)

r

where H and 0 refer to the hydrogen and oxygen components of the water molecule,

and r is the separation distance between the atoms in the subscripts of V. These



potentials have been tested for application to liquid water systems. Further

discussion of the potentials can be found in the literature 6.

The prism (basal) faces of ice are represented by 100 (50) water molecules

arranged in four (two) layers of 25 molecules each in the hexagonal ice I 

structure. Lattice parameters are a - 4.519 A and c - 7.330 A, and each water

molecule (with oxygen on a lattice point) is surrounded tetrahedrally by four

water mole c ules 2.76 A distant. All H 2O are rigid with H-O-H bond angle equal

to 109.5 0 and OH distance euql to 0.9584 A. The hydrogens in the model sub-

strate are arranged so that the top surface layer has water molecules with dipole

moment projection alternately into and out of the surface plane. Basal ice faces

with positive and negative surface polarization have also been modelled 7 . The

ice substrate models are finite in size to avoid complicated Ewald summatior.o

and to prevent divergences associated with periodic polarized unit cells. The

adsorbed water molecule interacts with all the ice substracte molecules, but is

constrained with its center of mass projection over a small region about 30 A2

in area in the center of the array. Since we are interested in the qualitative

features of t%e interactions and not exact magnitudes of binding energies the

finite ice model serves adequately. Larger arrays have been examined and found

to produce the same qualitative results.

A four layer ledge on the ice basal face is represented by 120 water mole-

cules arranged in four layers of 15 molecules each and based on two layers of 25

molecules described above. The upper and lower terrace (basal faces) are nega-

tively polarized and the prism face oolarizatfon is the same as that described

above. Proton configurations for all of the ice substrate models can be seen in

the figures displaying the results.

The maximal binding energy surfaces are generated by minimizing the potential

energy of the adsorbed water molecule at a set of grid points about 0.25 A apart

and covering the "adsorption" region in the center of the arrays. The center of



mass of the water monomer is held with fixed (x,y) projection onto the grid point,

and the center of mass height above the substrate, z, and the monomer Euler angles

are varied until the interaction potential energy is minimized. The mini-

mization is done with subroutine VA04A of the Harwell subroutine library.8

Results for the water monomer on the prism (basal) face are shown in Fig. 2a

(b) in the form of contour density plots. Shading in the plots indicates regions

f'	 of higher binding energy for the adsorbed water monomer. Circles on the plots

indicate location and proton arrangement of H 2O molecules in the first rnu second

layer of the ice substrate. The largest maximal binding energy site on the two

faces is on the prism face (10.2 kcal/mole) and is located in the center of the

six membered ring shown in the upper part of the figure. The smallest binding

energy is also on the prism face (2.7 kcal/mole)--directly over molecules in _he

second layer. An interesting view of all the four ice substrates studied is

shown in Fig. 1 where the minimal potential energy of the adsorbed water monomer

is plotted three dimensionally. Wells in the potential surface indicate regions

of large binding energy. Small dots indicate positions of ice substrate molecules

in the first layer. In order to examine the effect of extended regions of larger

or smaller binding energies, an average maximal binding energy is calculated for

each model substrate byweiKhtin, ,,the value at each grid point with a Boltzman

factor. The averages for the prism and basal faces are 8.9 and 8.3 kcal/mole,

respectively. For the negatively Aaa nositively polarized basal faces the results

are 7.0 and 6.7 kcal/mole, r espectively. Thus the prism face of ice appears to be

more attractive to the adsorbed water molecule than the basal faces. The energy
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Fig. 1. Perspective views of the minimal potential energy surfaces of the adsorbed

water monomer on the basal and prism faces of ice. Sample H2O configurations with
maximal binding energies (in kcrl/mole) are indicated. Small dots on the contours

show positions on first layer ice substrate water molecules.
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Fig. 2. The maximal binding energy of the water molecules above Rites on
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barriers to diffusion from grid point to grid point on the maximal binding energy

surfaces are 3.0 and 2.5 kcal/mole for the prism and basal su*fares, respectively.

Ciffusion barriers for the basal faces appear to be independent of the surface

polarization.

Maximal binding energy for the water monomer adsorbed on the ice basal face

ledge is shown in Fig. 3. The largest maximal binding energy site is at a posi-

tion about halfway up the step--in a configuration close to that observed for

optimal binding on the prism face without the ledge. The maximal binding energ,

Is 10.2 kcal/mole and only slightly larger than that fo-ind for the optimal binding

configuration on the smooth prism face. The potential energy surface and some

optimal bonding configurations are shown in Figs. 4a ano 4b.9

The main features of the maximal binding energy contours are: (1) potential

energy "troughs" which appear to pass around and between first layer ice sub-

strate molecules; (2) a preference for water monomer adsorption on the prism face

and above basal face ledges; (3) smaller diffusion barriers on the basal faces;

and (4) a complexity of preferred adsorption sites with the adsorbed H 2O greotly

affected by neighboring surface proton arrangement. The results of this model

present a somewhat different view of H 2O attaching to an ice substrate, and point

out the difficulties in modelling the H 2O - ice substrate system with the assump-

tion that molecules adsorb directly above substrata molecules in bulk ice config-

urations. This calculation indicates that a more romp M :-ted situation ct-,jld

prevail--particularly at low monomer concentrations--and hints at the very real

possibility of a quasi-liquid like layer on the surface of ice. It is also noted

that two dimer,::lonal ice clusters forming on the rigid (low temperature) ice

surface could assume considerable distortion along the cluster periphery. Since

it is the edge energy that determines the energy of formation of the cluster on

the substrate, two dimensional nucleation (with some modifications) could once

10again be a possibility. This war suggested some time ago by Bartley. Future
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work will investigate binding energies of adsorbed ice clusters and attempt to

determine critical cluster sizes.11
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II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDIES OF THE WATER MONOMER AND SMALL WATER CLUSTERS

ON THE BASAL FACE OF ICE

These initial studies of the water monomer and a six molecule water cluster

on the basal face of ice were begun in order to examine the diffusion rates and

the stability of small water aggregates on the ice surface. The basal face ice

surface (neutrally polarized) is constructed as in reference 9 , and the water

molecules interact via the Stillinger potentials5- 6Molecular dynamics is used to

follow the development of the water monomer and the six molecule cluster. In

Fig. 5	 is shown a six-molecule water cluster in the process of breaking up

after having been placed on the ice surface in an extended bulk ice lattice con-

figuration. The six membered ring cluster was placed on the surface with zero

kinetic energy, but at a position slightly cffset from a relative minimum in the

interaction potential energy. The displacement from the relative minimum was

small--amounting to about 3% of the total binding energy of the cluster to the

surface. This deviation in potential is about 1 kT at a temperature of 260 K,

and is of the order of thermal fluctuations of the cluster. Figure 5 shows the

water molecules diffusing to sites on the ice surface which are optimal adsorption

sites. These optimal adsorption sites were studied in the static studies of the

water monomer interacting with the ice surfaces. We are presently extending

these studies to allow the ice surface molecules to move and to study the exchange

of energy between the cluster molecules and the ice surface. The results to date

indicate that the si p: membered ring (ice-like) structure is not stable on the ice

surface for times small compared to the time between collisions with adsorbed

surface monomers. A study of the optimal binding energy surfaces for the adsorbed

water monomer has indicated that molecules on the periphery of the surface clus-

ters will find stronger binding to the surface at "interstitial" sites in dis-

torted bonding configurations. 3 Since the six-membere , ' ring cluster is composed

entirely of "edge" molecules, it is not surprising that the structure is unstable
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Fig. 5. A six-membered ring water cluster adsorbed on the basal face of ice.
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III. STUDIES OF A PERIODIC ICE STRUCTURE USING THE STILLINGER POTENTIALS

These studies were undertaken in order to examine the equilibrium ice struc-

ture resulting from the Stillinger poter,tials 5 ' 6 . For this investigation, a 192

molecule ice sample was generated which has zero dipole, quadrupole and octupole

moments. 13 The ice sample also has a hydrogen arrangement which allows the 192

molecules to form a "unit cell" for application of periodic boundary conditions.

The latter conditions are necessary for simulations of bulk ice.

The ice sample was allowed to relax to its equilibrium configuration (at

0°K) and the corresponding lattice constants for the hexagonal ice structure were

recorded. The internal 0-H distances and H-O-H bond angles were also allowed to

vary. These parameters were then used to generate a new unit cell for the

periodic ice structure 1 3 In the next phase of this study the unit cell in the

minimal energy ice structure was allowed to equilibriate at 20°K using a

Metropolis Monte Carlo method 11. Figure 6 shows one layer of the unit cell after

50 thousand steps. The darkened molecules represent the initial configuration.

There is considerable relaxation at the surface of this large ice sample--

reflecting the deficiency of nearest neighbors in the surface molecules.

Present studies are examining the relaxation of the periodic ice structure

using : he Monte Carlo method at 20°K. The results indicate that the initial
	 1 .

:f
minimization, which produced values 2.78 A, 0.97 A, and 101 0 for the 0-0 separation

distance in the hexagonal ice, the 0-H distance internal to the H2O molecule, and

the H-0-H angle internal to the water molecule, respectivel y , is consistent with

a full Monte Carlo equilibration at 20 0K. That is, the Stillinger potentials

support a hexagonal ice structure at this temperature with the above constants

generating the lattice constants and the internal H2O parameters. Subsequent

work will investigate the temperature range in which this structure is stable

and examine the relaxed surface of the sample cleaved along basal and prism

planes.
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Fig. 6. One layer of the basic cell of the ice sample after 50 thousand Monte
Carlo steps at 20°K. The darkened molecules indicate the initial configurations.
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IV. COMPANION STUDIES OF WATER ON AN ICE NUCLEATING AGENT

Under National Science Foundation Grants ATM77-12614 and ATM80-15790 a com-

panion study of ice nucleation on silver iodide has been carried out. The

objectives have been to determine critical cluster sizes, and nucleation rates

for water and ice on hexagonal AgI, to examine the properties of water layers on

the same substrate and to determine which substrate features promote ice forma-

tion. For results on these studies we refer the -.eader to the attached copies

of references 2, 3 and 4. The studies primarily indicate a preference for mono-

layer water clusters containing five and six membered rings. Diffusion rates on

the basal AgI faces were found to be larger than on the prism face and binding

to the substrate was preferred on the prism face--at sites not directly above

first or second layer substrate atoms.

An example of a two layer water cluster on the AgI basal face is shown in

Fig. 7. The upper part of the figure shows the layering (viewed parallel to the basal

face) and the lower portion shows the predominance of five and six membered

rings centered on the exposed iodine atoms. This figure was generated from a

Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation of 88 water molecules adsorbed on AgI at 265°K.

Similar studies of water layers on the ice substrates art , being developed--using

the periodic 'ice sample described in the previous section. Critical cluster sizes

on the AgI basal and prism faces are also being studied -- using the technique

described in reference 11.
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American Chemical Society Meeting, Las Vegas, August, 1980.
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VII. SENIOR PERSONNEL INVOLVED &N THE PROJECT
	 iI

Dr. Barbara Hale
Dr. Richard Ward
Dr. Peter Deutsch

VIII. GRADUATE STUDENTS AND DEGREES EARNED

1. Jerry Kiefer (Ph.D. in Physics, September 1979)
Dissertation: "Effective Function Models of the Water-Surface Interaction:

Ice and Agl"

2. Sergio M. Terrazas (Ph.D. in Physics, December 1981)
Dissertation: "Adsorption of Water Molecules on Substrates"

3. Phillip Barton (Ph.D. in Physics - candidate)

IX. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT

1. David Lataigne (Summer 1979)

2. Wayne Joubert (Summers, 1980, 1981)

3. Jon Holdman (Summers, 1980, 1981; Academic years, 1980-81 and 1981-82)
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X. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS

During the grant period we have developed molecular models for the water

molecule's enviroruw nt on the positively, negatively and neutrally polarized

ice Ih basal faces, on the neutrally polarized ice I  prism face; and o. a

negatively polarized ice basal face with a four-molecular layer ledge.° The

water monomer was found to adsorb more strongly on the prism face than on the

basal faces of ice--at sites not directly above molecules in the first or

second layer of the (rigid) ice I  substrate. The basal face four layer ledge

served to expose favorable sites on the prism face and to promote attachment of

the H 2O at the base of the step. Diffusion rates fc- the monomer Wert found

to be slightly larger on the basal faces , ,These results, together with the

multiplicity of relative maxima found in the binding energy for H 2O adsorbed on

ice, indicate a rattier complex environment for the adsorbed water. The latter

is consistent with the existence of a liquid-like layer on the ice surfaces.l

Molecular dynamics studies of the decay of a six membered ring ice structure on

the (rigid) ice basal further strengthen this hypothesis. A 192 molecule

periodic ice structure was generated which has zero dipole, quadrupole and

octupole moments. The sample was allowed to relax to an equilibrium hexagonal

ice lattice using the Stillinger central force potentials.	 The optimal lattice

constant values were determined, together with optimal values for the H 10H10

internal O-H distance and H-O-H bond angle. 1 ^This energy minimized periodic ice

structure is presently being studied via Metropolis Monte Carlo methods to deter-

mine stability as a fonetijn of temperature. The surfacesurface • of this ice structure

will be app'ied to studies of the stability and structure of basal and prism icesurlace

l,ivvrs and	 subsequently to studies of ice crystal growth habit and nucleation

of ice layers.	 During the grant period four articles have been published in

refereed Journals, two^a ticles have been submitted i^ , r lublication", une manv-,cri;,t

is in preparation' i :-nd 15 p a pers have been vreseiittd .
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